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Introduction

Table of content

A unique opportunity to join the web3 movement

From the first idealistic era of social networks to the current realisation of their

I - Challenges of reinventing the users’ web identity

weaknesses, our habits have matured into a more responsible and conscious way to
experience the web. The early 2010s gave us a step back on how the web works,

a.

Answer the privacy challenge

socially and economically, and the emergence of technologies like blockchains lead us

b.

Dealing with the multiplicity of
identities

c.

Necessity for transparency

to reconsider what the future of the web could be. This is a defining time for the web
but the opportunity to reinvent it could also be a danger to betray the founding
principles of the internet : openness, freedom and privacy.
This document is about the journey of re-designing what could be the web in a few
years, betting on recent technologies and reflecting on the values we would like to see
implemented. Our goal is to create a product reflecting our vision, based on cutting
edge technologies and with big potential for a next-gen web company.
First we will talk about identities and their challenges on the internet, then the fine
balance between openness and communities and finally how the so-called “web3”

II - Design a balanced social network based on NFT technology
a.

Everyone is a creator

b.

Sense of belonging

c.

Openness to diversity

III - How technology becomes a catalyst for real-life human experiences

technologies could become a catalyst for human experiences in the real world.
a.

Life is not behind a screen

The proof of concept of this whitepaper is an iOS app, currently in beta, showcasing

b.

Art is experienced in reality

our vision of the future.

c.

Humankind is social

Please let us know what you think and embark on this adventure with us !

Please contact Jack Nasi (CEO) at jack.nasi@chieve.xyz for more information
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Reinvent web identities

a.

Current web standards are no longer relevant
The most common way for users to identify to a web service is by using an email and a

Wallets are an answer to these challenges : they provide a public address that protects privacy

password. Conveniently an email can be used to re-target people based on their activity on

and security. A wallet is a private and secure way to authenticate to a web service. More and more

the web service. It generates incentive for brands to invest money into ads, targeting

Americans now own a wallet, making it more and more suitable for a widen use as a mean of

carefully designed segments of users. That is how the current “web2” social network

authentication.

economics work.
In this model, the user is often a step behind regarding the privacy settings : they are
obligated to opt-out from targeted ads and the user experience is degraded. Recent
legislations have decisively improved on this but it does not change the fundamentals of
web2 economics : web services own the infrastructure, host the data and control how the
service evolves, feature-wise and economically.
Creators are not in control of the economics, neither really enforce ownership of their
creations.
The other part of the web identity is the password. With password leaks happening every
day and the relative weakness of passwords set up by users not necessarily aware of

That is why our first effort was to implement such an sign in system. But first we had to choose a
blockchain as wallets rely on blockchain technology. Here is a quick summary of our thoughts :
1.

We would rely on a public blockchain rather than a private one : we are focusing on the

features and do not want to look at the challenges of setting up a private blockchain for now
2.

We want the widest compatibility for our wallets : Bitcoin is widely used but very limited

feature-wise, Ethereum offers good enough features but is very slow and new generation
blockchains are way more powerful but still maturing in our opinion. We chose Ethereumcompatible wallets but speed was still an issue.
3.

We ambition to create a social network, so we need good performance : that is why we

password managers and good practices, it is a challenge for security. The current system

looked at “layer 2” solutions, relying on Ethereum but providing better speed. The relative security of

lacks homogeneity in security and technology should provide an easy way to take the

such a solution is not a concern, as we do not handle critical transactions. We chose Polygon after a

burden off users to manage their passwords for each web services.

few trials, we felt it was the most mature and capable of current Ethereum layer 2 solutions.

Please contact Jack Nasi (CEO) at jack.nasi@chieve.xyz for more information
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Reinvent web identities

b.

The web should handle multiple identities gracefully
A wallet is simply a public and a private key, both a list of unique random characters. The

public key can be shared and known. It is used to identify someone in the blockchain. The
private key must be kept private as it is the way for the user to sign transactions on the

With this deeper understanding of wallets, our next choice was to choose the right device for the product.
Here are some of our considerations :
1.

We want to be as user-friendly as possible : It must be super easy to connect to our product,

blockchain, meaning that it authenticates every action a user would do on the web service.

even though wallets are tough concepts to understand for new comers. We felt that choosing Metamask

It proves the legitimacy of the action.

as our wallet provider was a safe choice. It is easy to set up and offers security.

Wallets are very easy to create and there is no limitations on how many wallets a user

2.

We want everybody to feel at home with our social network : most people use their

can own. This opens the door to an interesting subject : each wallet could, down the line,

smartphone as it is always next to them, easy to use. We chose to develop an smartphone app as it would

represent a distinctive identity. For example, one may use a wallet to handle crypto currency

be a better experience compared to installing an extension on an internet browser in order to manage the

investments, but use another one to log on social networks, or maybe use a third one to

wallet.

identify to a government web service. With wallets becoming more and more packed with
features (especially privacy features), it could well be the future way we manage our privacy
and web services.
For now, we decided to keep our product simple : a user would sign in using only one
wallet. But it would be an interesting feature to be able to switch between wallets within
the product. It would truly be an improvement over current web2 services, embracing the
multiplicity of our identities.

3.

Finally, we decided to focus on one platform right now : Apple is making a big emphasis on

privacy and the iOS market share is huge in the US and expand globally. We are confident that
developing an iOS web3 app is a good way to prove our point and fulfill our vision. We have paved the
way to quickly develop an Android app in the very near future.
The contours of our product started to appear : an iOS app using wallets for sign in. It would also be a
technological advantage to research this as this kind of app is pretty rare on the App Store.

Please contact Jack Nasi (CEO) at jack.nasi@chieve.xyz for more information
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Reinvent web identities

c.

Transparency is accountability
The last concept about web identity is the transparency. By using the blockchain and

wallets, main actions would be recorded in the blockchain for everyone to see. It is
interesting as it preserves privacy (no one knows who is behind a wallet) but also removes
impunity (everybody knows what a user has done, for example, writing a post). It certainly
opens a debate on transparency as a necessity for people to be accountable on the
internet. A wallet is currently anonymous but also cannot hide what it is doing on the
blockchain : every transaction (meaning “action”) is public.
In order to implement the sign in mechanism on our iOS app we decided to use
WalletConnect. It is very simple and we were quickly able to use a Metamask wallet : by
tapping on the “Connect to Metamask” button, the app would automatically open the
already installed Metamask app on the iPhone, confirm the connection to the provided
wallet and go back to the app.
However, Apple has a guideline which make a ton of sense : an iOS app should not rely
on the presence of a third party app installed on the iPhone (here, the Metamask app). It
means that we would need to also provide a way to connect to a wallet manually, using the
private key, safely stored, encrypted, on the device.
Our app supports both ways and let’s head now to the core of our product : social

Fig1. Sign in screen

Fig2. Manual connection screen

network, creations and communities.

Please contact Jack Nasi (CEO) at jack.nasi@chieve.xyz for more information
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Balanced social network

a.

An NFT is basically a certificate of ownership, hosted in the blockchain. Any creation, from
picture to video, can be attached to it. Everybody can create an NFT. There is a small cost to

Design the creator economy

this process (again, the “gas fee”) plus some marketplaces take a percentage of the future
transfers of NFTs. NFTs can be transferred, for free or not. The NFT world is pretty wild right
now with very high speculations for some of them.

One of the greatest things about the web is the creative potential. Anyone can create

art, music, videos, writing essays and share them online, get feedback and create

We used the Alchemy and OpenSea API to fetch NFTs owned by the wallet connected to the

communities around their work. It brings people together in a truly unique way. Even if art

app. The idea is that everybody is a creator but also a collector of art. We only support

and creations are subjective, it emulates people to create, get better and thrive with

pictures for now but it would be great to expand for other type of creations in the future.

others.
Because interacting with an API is pretty basic, we decided to use KMM to implement them.

Obviously the dark side of this is the negative response, people sending hateful comments

KMM is a Kotlin-based framework that allows the code to be compiled to multiple targets. It

argument.
Although our project is pretty far from these problems, we aim to create a social network
frame that does not encourage such behavior. In that sense, relying on the blockchain
where everything has a cost (the transaction cost known as “gas fee”) and needs
confirmation may help people to reflect on what they are saying. Plus, as requested by the
Apple guidelines, we would provide a way for our users to report any bad behavior on our
platform. Such features need to be thought after right at the designing phase of the
project.

Fig3. Profile screen

or simply unable to debate properly given the limited ways to have a constructive

means that the code written in KMM is compiled to iOS (currently) but can be compiled for
Android in the future and even desktop and web targets. We also use KMM for models and
on-device database. Making our app future-proof was also one of the requirement for this
project.
The process of creating (called “minting”) an NFT is pretty simple if we rely on pre-existing
smart contracts (understand “programs”) that we modify marginally. For our app, we relied
on OpenZeppelin smart contracts, commonly used as templates on the Ethereum network.
Basically, we write our own smart contracts, we upload them in the blockchain and voilà, we
can “mint” NFTs. Note that the attached media (pictures, for now) are not hosted in the

The first section we designed in the app is the “Profile” section. It is a place where our users

blockchain directly but on a decentralised storage system called IPFS. We chose Infura as our

can define a username, a bio. Nothing new, our users would feel at home. The next step

IPFS provider in this first section.

was to enrich this Profile by fetching all the NFTs that are owned by the wallet.

The final architecture of the product will be presented at the end for this document.
Please contact Jack Nasi (CEO) at jack.nasi@chieve.xyz for more information
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Balanced social network

b.

Building communities
So, we created clubs in the blockchain and made them easy to deploy and to interact with
using a modern UI/UX framework, SwiftUI. It makes our app easy to manipulate, everyone can

The problem is : in itself an NFT does not mean anything. Thousands of them are created,

use the tools of the blockchain with only a confirmation process for each transaction that

some from respected artworks, others from original collections with rarity aspects, in the

actually need a gas fee. Technology is truly a mean to empower users into doing ever more

hope of creating value. This is all very centered around the speculative value of the NFT.

complicated things in a very simple way.

But our vision is a little bit different. We think NFTs are a great way not only to represent

Brands and companies could find a very high interest in these clubs : it would allow them to

collection is very instructive : people owning these very pricy NFTs now form a “club” and
have access to private events. What if we take this idea to the next level and actually
empower our users to create their own NFT-based communities ?
Those are the “ChieveClubs”, the second section of the app. We designed smart contracts
where anybody can create an NFT-based community about anything. Anyone can have a
limited access to the community but special features are “unlocked” if the user owns the club
NFT. The club NFT is simply owned by initiating a transaction to get it, making it very open.
The user only pays a gas fee, we have not implemented a supplementary cost to the
transaction. Our goal is to make our app accessible to everyone and Polygon transactions
are very cheap.

Fig4. Get the club NFT as proof of membership

ownership but also membership. For example, the well-known example of the “bored apes”

reach for communities, either by creating these clubs themselves or become members. The
valuation of these clubs is not empty or inferred, it is explicit and transparent : the user made the
conscious choice of becoming a member and is signalling openly that they care about this club.
We can envision a healthy relationship between users and brands, where brands have a very
easy and certain way to reach their audience and the privacy of users is respected thanks to the
blockchain.
Our vision of the ChieveClubs is very wide : from Harry Potter fans to the Climate change, from
entertainment to social movements, we believe in providing a generic frame that users can use
freely for all subjects we want to engage in.

Please contact Jack Nasi (CEO) at jack.nasi@chieve.xyz for more information
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Balanced social network

c.

Openness to diversity
Our ambition is for our users to fulfil two goals at the same time : one is always see new

things, not necessarily things on which the user has shown some interest. Social networks

should be an opportunity to be open to new things and not to be restricted to things we
already know. But user engagement also require a sense of belonging. This is a fine balance

known and the unknown. For example :
1.

In the first section, “Profile”, the user would see profiles they follow at the top

and an infinite scroll of new profiles below. This way there is always new users to discover.
2.

In the second section, “ChieveClubs”, we repeat the same logic : clubs the user is a

member of are at the top and below all the recently created clubs are available to browse.
That is how the UI/UX experience represents the philosophy of openness at each section of
the app. There is a third section that we will talk about in the next chapter of this document.

Fig6. Second section of the app

We decided that each section of the app would be a screen divided into two parts : the

Fig5. First section of the app

to consider.
Now because data is hosted both in the blockchain and IPFS, it is not as quick as using a
traditional web service (hosted in a cloud service). We found that a great way to get the
best out of both worlds would be to create a centralised cache. It means that the data is
quickly accessible in a cache hosted in AWS. We do not store the media (posts, pictures,
profiles…etc) in the cache but the adresses to these content. A simple analogy would be
to consider the cache as our index to quickly get the data we want to display in the app.
That is how we were able to create these infinite scrolling feature, without triggering read
transactions to the blockchain. Note that this process does not betray the philosophy of
the blockchain, data is still decentralized.
Future generations of blockchain look way faster than the Ethereum/Polygon solution. In
the future, the need for such a cache could simply disappear as the transaction speed will
be enough to have a web-like experience, fetching data in a few milliseconds.

Please contact Jack Nasi (CEO) at jack.nasi@chieve.xyz for more information
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Real life experiences

a.

Beyond the screen
We finally get to the last part of our product, the end goal of what we think social

network is about : meet people in real life. Because all these great technologies allow us to

find people with similar interests, discover new subjects, why not go all the way ? True user
engagement is when people are actually willing to go out, leave their screen in their
pocket and meet artists, make new friends and enjoy in real-life experience.
By creating real-life events, a person is revealed behind the wallet. And it also shows an
interesting aspect of the ChieveClubs : it is a way to see the proportion of truly engaged
users inside the club. Events are localized to a date and place. We can think of many
interesting analytics for event organizers who would like to sponsor these events.
We have seen NFTs used as tickets for real world events like concerts. It is a great way
to make an actual use for an NFT and our idea is not so far from it : from within a
ChieveClub, any user can create a real-life event, called a “ChieveLive”. Such events are
also created in the blockchain and are open to everybody, even non-member. For now,
members of the club could easily identify themselves by showing their club NFT from their
Profile and get access to exclusive content at the event, for example.
We also thought about private clubs and private events. It is actually easy to do but we
are focused on growing communities and create content for the app so “gated clubs” will
be implemented later. But we certainly see a purpose for them !

Fig7. Third section of the app

Fig8. ChieveLive when not registered

Please contact Jack Nasi (CEO) at jack.nasi@chieve.xyz for more information
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Real life experiences

b.

Art is experienced in reality
Art is difficult to promote. NFTs infatuation is a good indicator of the potential of such a

market. One way to join the movement is to believe in the metaverse movement, another is
to imagine new ways to promote creation in real life. Maybe the metaverse experience will
be satisfactory in the future. For now, best art experiences are in reality. Virtual worlds
have their limits and it is way more exciting to imagine how to integrate tools like NFTs in
our everyday life.
ChieveLive is the third section of the app. Users can register to an event, post
announcements and even “airdrop” NFTs. Airdrop means that an artist would create an
NFT from one of their creations and people could easily get one the copies simply by
requesting it. Brands can also do this as well to reach their fan base. This is a fun feature,
building excitement for the event, letting artists display their work.
We have many ideas on how to improve on these concepts. There are new usage to
invent, new technologies that would allow our users to engage further in a both digital and
real-life experience. This is the end goal of the app.
Thus, the app is divided in three sections, representing the user journey into this new
social network experience. We call it a network of NFT communities because it relies
heavily on the NFT concept to enforce our vision of what a social network should be.

Please contact Jack Nasi (CEO) at jack.nasi@chieve.xyz for more information
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Real life experiences

c.

Our conclusion

Fig9. Final architecture of the Chieve app

This app aims to target any NFT enthusiast but to also provide a platform for people who
are interested in NFT to explore. Because the technology is so cutting edge,

it requires some skills and understanding of the blockchain : for example, the ability to
switch to the Polygon network and get some MATIC coins to initiate a transaction.
However, we believe that we made the use of the app quite simple and cannot wait for
feedbacks from our first beta users. We are raising funds to push this concept further and
get this app to the next level.
Humankind is inherently social and such an app will only grow organically if it provides
a balanced experience between technology, sense of community and a thoughtful
economical model. We strongly believe that both ChieveClub and ChieveLive sponsorship
would be an health way to reach for an audience, for any purpose.
The blockchain has some limitations : speed, data management, cost fluctuations… We
made an app with big ambitions in less than 3 months, demonstrating that it is possible to
dream about the next generation of social networks. It is only a matter of time before
web3 become the next standard and provide the web the economical model it lacked for
so long.
With the Chieve app, we created a frame. We cannot wait for more and more people
to experience it, to paint in it their creations, beliefs and find purposes that would push
them to meet each other and experience life beyond the screen.
Please contact Jack Nasi (CEO) at jack.nasi@chieve.xyz for more information

Contact info : jack.nasi@chieve.xyz
Thanks for reading, please let us know what you think and ask us any questions !
If you are interested in the beta program, please go to https://chieve.xyz

